Are you in touch with your archetype?

Identify your unique journey. Archetypal stories are deep and eternal. They link our own longing, pain & passion with those who have come before. Myth can give our lives significance as they teach us how to connect with the great cycles of the natural and spiritual worlds. With your two highest scores in mind, do you resonate with the roles listed next to the pictures of the archangels? Mythology has cornered 4 distinct ways of being in the world. This helps you to identify and create your story in your essence, strength & weakness.

Notice whether you lean toward Passion, Protection, Presence or Power. Who have you been scripted to be? How does this script limit your life? & what might be the gift or lesson in your script? Does your partner have qualities which are opposite to you? Notice the shadow archetypes under the line at the bottom of each list. The archetypes attract each other; Warriors (desire) need to be tamed and cooled by the Lover and the stable King needs a Magician (an ideas man) and vice versa, yet romantically, research shows Kings and Queens stick together to express their stabilizing qualities of Protection and Power, Warriors stick together to explore their Passion and Power, whilst Lovers (emotional) and Magicians (rational) come together to unravel the paradox of the 2 fundamental human needs – Protection (The Having) & Passion (The Wanting) via Presence in search of Power. God and Eve have been battling this one out since the beginning of time. Does your shamed inner Eve need another conversation with God?

Become conscious of your own archetypal story and begin to live your new-found myth.